
Our 

Services

Head Office

Units 69-70 

2-4 Balloo Avenue 

Bangor 

Northern Ireland 

BT19 7QT 

 

T: +44 (0) 28 91 477 357 

F: +44 (0) 28 91 466 084

Regional Offices

Clerkenwell Showroom, 

London 

 

Dublin, Ireland

Design & Build

Our experienced team of 

interior designers will 

maximise your space. In 

tandem, our project 

managers will ensure that 

your plan is made a reality.

Building Appraisals

CCI provide a comprehensive 

site survey of your premises, so 

we can provide a fixed cost 

and timeframe to ensure there 

are no surprises at the end of 

the project.

Live Office 

Refurbishment

We are highly experienced in 

live office refurbishments, 

ensuring minimal disruption to 

your day-to-day activities.

Move 

Management

Moving? We will make the 

relocation to your new 

premises seamless ensuring 

minimal disruption.

Furniture 

Packages

Project  

Management

• Desking 

• Seating 

• Partitioning 

• Acoustics 

• Accessories 

 

All products come with a 

minimum 5 year warranty. 

Your project will be fully 

managed by a dedicated 

project manager. They will 

manage all aspects of your 

job ensuring a first class finish 

with minimal disruption to your 

day-to-day activities.

www.creativecommercialinteriors.com

first we

understand.

then we

create.



Your 

Benefits

Head Office

Units 69-70 
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Bangor 

Northern Ireland 

BT19 7QT 

 

T: +44 (0) 28 91 477 357 

F: +44 (0) 28 91 466 084

Regional Offices

Clerkenwell Showroom, 

London 

 

Dublin, Ireland

Sustainable 

Design

All of designs and product 

ranges are made with 

sustainability in mind.  

 

All meeting ISO accreditation 

for sustainability.

Health & Wellbeing 

of Staff

We promote the health and 

wellbeing of your staff to 

ensure you have a happy and 

productive office.

Workspace 

designed to your 

needs

We ensure that your office is fit 

for purpose. During 

consultation we will discuss 

your issues and ensure they 

are overcome in our plans.

Time 

Management 

Programme

Every client will receive a day 

to day project plan ensuring 

all deadlines are met.

Quality Supply Chain 

& Products

Fixed Capital 

Expenditure

All of our products have 

undergone a rigorous 

evaluation and we ensure that 

all products come with a 

minimum of a 5 year warranty

Once the scope of works is 

agreed your costs is final, 

meaning there will be no 

hidden extras at the end of 

the project.

www.creativecommercialinteriors.com

first we

understand.

then we

create.


